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Very comprehensive! This is one of the best Psychology books I've ever read. Served Its
Purpose If you're looking for a liberally-minded text message that degrades guys as an
undeveloped sex and trashes U. So disappointed. Waste of money. I like the way the topics
are organized and the progress is actually easy to follow!. culture, this is the book for you! Five
Stars Ordered for a class and the book came in great condition. Nevertheless, the reserve
helped me through this dry subject, so I can at least provide it two celebrities. Too past due to
send back again though. #studentdebt I purchased this because We had to and my school
bookstore wanted almost 200 bucks for this. I was only necessary to read one chapter. Decent
text This is a fairly decent text for human advancement.S...previous renter will need to have
folded it back again like a magazine and utilized it as a pillow!. Each generation explores
physical, emotional and mental advancement using some broadly acknowledged theories
such as for example Vygotsky and Piaget. This is the older edition nonetheless it is method
cheaper and it will suffice. My main complaint is usually that the author also uses the book as
her personal soapbox and expresses her personal sights as fact. Rental is in terrible condition!
But, putting that aside, the publication seems fairly decent for a beginning level college
course. Dog ears almost everywhere! Each is broken down to a level that is easily
comprehensible also for someone who has not taken previous psychology courses.-
Condition is great.- Shipping/delivery was kind of slow but besides that, I am extremely
satisfied. Five Stars Held collectively great even after all my backwards and forwards
studding. My social psychology textbook was much less politically powered than this text
message, which is fairly remarkable taking into consideration the tendency of many
interpersonal psychologists to lean to a certain political identity. This book retired last
semester no one told it! This book is a disaster! I now plan to throw the book in a recycling
container so that it can serve a better purpose than its primary design. Forced to limp through
the semester with a publication which should have been put out of it's misery.. Rental is in
terrible condition! Paperback binding is almost kaput!.. Interesting book for my on-line course I
acquired an A and learned a whole lot! Old edition but will continue to work I got this textbook
for my human development course.... Marks, loose webpages, odd folds..it's under my couch
right now. Fine Fine Damage We was expecting a whole new book but the reserve came in
damages around the edges water damage on the pages Bad shape. Book is okay, could have
been in better shape for the purchase price I paid.not even an extra cover will save it. The
addresses are creased, tearing, loose. She appears to be quite liberal in most things therefore
if you're liberal you would probably have no problems with what she says.! Was worried about
having to keep it nice before returning it at the end of the term, but that's clearly not the case.
This book helped me obtain an A in my own class! Must have bought utilized for a little more.
The examples used to help expand explain each concept are very helpful in studying and in
putting everything in perspective.
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